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Harvesting social media
Implementation
My #HuntLibrary
Pretend this is a tablet
Public Display
Larger Public Display

6800 x 2200
21' x 7'
Harrison Ford

Kyomi

Click the cutest kitten picture!
Can't decide? Refresh the page for a draw.

Kittenwar has a brilliant new server, check it out! Thank you!
Image Battle

Help is always around at #huntlibrary!!

#HuntLibrary #nofilter
Liking / Sharing
Popularity Score

Combination of...
  Like Votes : count
  Staff Pick : true/false
  Battle Wins : percent
Preservation
Donor agreement

"You will retain full ownership of any and all copyrights, but we ask that you grant the University a nonexclusive right to authorize all uses of these materials for non-commercial research, scholarly, or educational purposes or to publicize the Libraries, compatible with a Creative Commons Attribution, Non-commercial license."
Undergraduate user interviews

"How would you feel if one of your Instagram photos were selected by the library to be kept as a permanent record of what students did in 2013?"
Undergraduate user interviews

"I would be so excited. For me, I think it would be better than winning an iPad."
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